Greenhouse effect

Everyday life

Humans and other
animals

Transport

Politics

Art and culture

100
The gas people almost
always talk about in the
climate debate.
Answer: CO2

100
Apparatus, you put on
the roof to create power
from the energy of the
sun.
Answer: Solar cells

100
What every animal does
when they breathe in
oxygen, eat, and exhale
water and CO2 .
Answer: Respiration

100
The way of
transportation that emits
most CO2?
Answer: Flying by airplane

100
Young Swedish girl who
has become a symbol of
the climate crisis.
Answer: Greta Thunberg

100
Michael Jacksons song
from 1995, where he
mourns the human’s
destruction of the planet.
Answer: Earth Song

200
What you collectively call
the gases that effect
climate change.
Answer: Greenhouse
gases

200
The number of kg beef
you can get from the
same CO2 emission as 70
kg of potatoes.
Answer: 1 kg

200
6-legged animals who
travel fast between
climate zones as the
climate changes.
Answer: Insects

200
The 3 types of fossil fuels
that are the main cause
of the climate crisis.
Answer: Coal, oil and
natural gas

200
Religious leader who
speaks openly about the
need to address the
climate crisis.
Answer: Pope Francis

200
Band, which in 2019
announced that they
wouldn’t tour until their
shows were done in a
sustainable way.
Answer: Coldplay

300
Gas, which is also found
in farts, that effects the
climate change worse
than CO2.
Answer: Methane

300
The cheapest and most
climate friendly way to
get new clothing.
Answer:
Recycling/vintage

300
Animals, who are
important for the
spreading of pollen, and
thus for the production
food.
Answer: Bees

300
Type of cars, which are
currently thought to be
replacing the fossil fuel
cars.
Answer: Electric cars

300
Capital, which in 2015
named the international
agreement to bring down
the CO2 levels.
Answer: Paris

300
Trees from the book “The
Little Price”, which are
suspected to die from
climate change.
Answer: Baobab trees

400
The lowest part of the
atmosphere, which is
most significant for the
climate.
Answer: Troposphere

400
Not turning off electrical
devices completely, but
use a little power to let
them be ready.
Answer: Standby

400
Animals that carry the
most responsibilities for
the climate crisis.
Answer: Humans

400
Percentage CO2 saved by
riding your bike instead
of driving your car.
Answer: 100%

400
Former US vice
president, who as early
as 2009 made a film
about the climate crisis.
Answer: Al Gore

400
Animation movie, where
humans killed all life on
the planet and lived on a
spaceship.
Answer: Wall-E

500
Planet with 96% CO2 in
the atmosphere and a
temperature of
462Celsius.
Answer: Venus

500
6 types of garbage which
can be reused.
Answer: Plastic, metal,
glass, paper, greens and
batteries.

500
Biological term that
describes how many
different species you will
find in a specific area.
Answer: Biodiversity

500
Element from the
periodic system, which
might make fuel for
future sustainable cars.
Answer: Hydrogen

500
International
organisation, which
made the 17 SDGs.
Answer: United Nations,
UN

500
Artform that the artist,
Banksy, uses to
communicate political
messages.
Answer: Graffiti

CO2-emission from
countries

Endangered
species

Climate change or
just weather

Green things that
grow

Organisations

Research

200
Country emitting most
CO2 in 2019.
Answer: China

200
Chinese animal, who
have been threatened
for many years because
of loss of forest area.
Answer: Giant panda

200
No white Christmas in
temperate zones since
2010.
Answer: Just the weather

200
Part of tree that absorbs
CO2.
Answer: Leaves (and
roots).

200
Organisation from 1961,
which has a giant panda
as a logo.
Answer: WWF,
Wild Wildlife Foundation

200
Organisation, who
collects data on human
health worldwide.
Answer: WHO

400
Scandinavian country
with most trees to
absorb CO2.
Answer: Finland

400
Odd, chubby bird, which
Spanish sailors made
extinct with one single
visit to their island.
Answer: Dodo

400
Summer 2018 with 55
record days of draft in
Europe.
Answer: Just the weather

400
When plants use CO2 and
water to make sugar and
oxygen with power from
the sun.
Answer: Photosynthesis

400
Organisation from 1971,
which is known for
locking themselves to
polluting ships.
Answer: Greenpeace

400
American space research
institute, which keep an
eye on the climate
change.
Answer: NASA

600
Continent with the 10
countries emitting least
CO2 in 2018.
Answer: Africa

600
Country with giant forest
fires, which currently
threatens the koalas.
Answer: Australia

600
Increase in the
temperature of the
planet of 0.9C in the last
35 years.
Answer: Climate change

600
Small organisms in the
sea, which absorb large
amounts of CO2 for
photosynthesis.
Answer: Algaes

600
Youth actions where
students demonstrate for
the climate started by
Greta Thunberg in 2018.
Answer: FfF

600
Climate change panel
founded between World
Meteorological
Organization and the UN.
Answer: IPCC

800
Country emitting most
CO2 per capita in 2017.
Answer: Qatar

800
Large, beautiful colonies
of small animals in the
ocean, which are
threatened by climate
change.
Answer: Corals

800
Increase in the global
water level of 3.8mm per
year since 1930.
Answer: Climate change

800
Genus of the oldest tree
in the world, which is
rooted in eastern
Nevada.
Answer: Pine

800
Society who has taken
name from the upper
limit of CO2 sustainable
in the atmosphere.
Answer: 350.org

800
English university, which
has had an Institute of
Environmental Change
since 1991.
Answer: Oxford University

1000
Tons of CO2, per capita
American in 2019.
Answer: 16.5 tons

1000
Frogs belongs to this
group of endangered
animals, who are
exotherm.
Answer: Amphibians

1000
A 0.14 decrease in pHlevels in the upper
1000m layers in the sea
since the 1890s .
Answer: Climate change

1000
Area, where almost
nothing grows because
of high temperatures and
lack of water.
Answer: Desert

1000
Activists, who with use
of civil disobedience fight
the climate crisis.
Answer: Extinction
Rebellions

1000
Decade, where the first
scientists warned about
climate change.
Answer: nineteen fifties

Final question
Percentage of mammals on the planet, which are farm animals
Answer: 60%

(36% are humans)
(4% are wild mammals)

